Mr. Abraham called me to the front of the class.
“Are you ready with your report Onionhead?”
“I am,” I answered. I was nervous and praying that I would deliver the
information properly. As I walked to the front of the class, I turned off the
lights and turned on the projector.
“My presentation is called ‘Space’s Simple Secrets for a Better World’, ” I said
clearing my throat.
“Space is an amazing field of study. It makes us look at everything differently.
Often we get wrapped up in the things that are happening in our lives. When
we find ourselves stuck in something, all we really need to do is look up to get
another point of view. Imagine for a minute if all that the other planets wanted
was to help us have a more loving, kinder, healthier place to grow up in. What
would they tell us? What do they see when they look at the way we live? For my
report, I would like to tell you what I feel the beings from other planets want
us to know.” I clicked the projector to a photo of the Moon.
I went on to repeat all the Remembers and summed up each planet by saying
that they each had a program that could help our world.
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The Moon is called “The Connection Program” - to bring kindness to our world.
Mars is called “The Unity Program” - to bring cooperation to our world.
Mercury is called “The Truth Program” - to bring purity to our world.
Jupiter is called “The Happiness Program” - to bring hope to our world.
Venus is called “The Love Program” - to bring beauty to our world.
Saturn is called “The Transformation Program” - to bring positivity to our world.
The Sun is called “The Garden Program” - to bring wonder to our world.
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I did not want to make it too long because I was so worried the class would
not believe me. However, I guess I did a good job because everyone just stared
at me … with stars in their eyes. Then, I knew I was a good student who had
become a good teacher. Master Antol would be pleased.
For my ending, I changed the slide to a picture of the Earth and said:
“This is our planet and she needs our help. What if all we needed to do was
listen to Space’s simple ideas to make sure the future would be brighter and
better? Is that something you would do?”
I turned off the slide projector and turned the lights back on.
“Thank you,” I said and returned to my seat. The whole class was silent. I think
Mr. Abraham may have even had a tear in his eye. Just then he stood up and
started to clap. One by one, everyone else started to clap too. I had done it. I
had shared Space’s simple secrets and the class seemed to understand it. Will
they practice it in their everyday life? I don’t know.
But the bigger question is:
Will you?
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The Onionhead family holds
ourselves responsible for the
health and well being of all the
world’s children. A portion of
the profits from Onionhead goes to our sister nonprofit, Save the Rain.
In the developing world, a child dies every 15 seconds from lack of clean
water. For these children, the solution is harvesting the rain.
We teach water starved communities to build rain catchment systems as a
sustainable water supply, using only local materials and local work force.
Our budget is $15.00 for a child to have clean water for the rest of their
life and the lives of their offspring.
For more information, visit: www.savetherain.org.
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